Hosting a Hybrid Event
With the pandemic still at the forefront of our minds, here are some guidelines for those
wishing to gather in small groups to participate in a virtual event. Basically your group can
participate via Zoom/FacebookLive/YouTubeLive, etc, the same as you would individually
except there are more people in the room!
Check out the information below to see if it is feasible for you and/or your branch.
There are 3 key things you need:
1. Pandemic gathering rules that allow you to meet
up with more than just your household. Covid-19 is
still a moving target in some communities, but we’re
hopeful that small gatherings will be possible. Along
with those eased restrictions, attendees need to be
comfortable in meeting up with others in person. Not
everyone is there just yet and we need to respect that.
2. A space large enough to accommodate your
invitees, and allow for some kind of social distancing.
This could be as simple as your living room, or it could
be a community or church hall, if your branch is
organizing the event.
3. A screen that is large enough for all attendees to
view the show/presentation. This could be a large
computer monitor, a “smart” tv, or a projection unit
often found in community halls.
Here are some other ideas that can enhance your “hybrid experience”:

• In conjunction with your community’s recommendations on covid gatherings, establish
what YOUR rules will be. Masks required? Vaccinated or not? Make sure all invitees
know these rules up front.

• Determine how many people your space can accommodate, bearing in mind any covid
gathering restrictions. Ask folks to con rm their attendance/register. This will ensure that
you don’t get more attendees than your space can hold.

• Vendor(s)! If your space is large enough, consider inviting a local vendor (or several of

them!) to set up shop in your location. The attendees will enjoy the shopping experience,
and the vendor will appreciate the business.

• Technical know-how. If you have someone (or maybe you’re that person!) who
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understands how to set up your smart tv or other equipment, it’s always a bonus to have
them on hand on the day, or have them set things up ahead of time.

•Invite a non-member to join you!

While the zoom link for the virtual
conference will only be sent to OHCG
members, we are encouraging nonmembers to join us for this special
event, in the hopes that they could
become members in the future. Be
sure to tell these non-members all
about the bene ts of OHCG
membership!

•Food! Always make sure to have

plenty of snacks or lunch on hand.
Get the attendees to bring along their
favourites to share, along with the
recipes.

• …and the all-important: monitor your own health, and if you’re feeling unwell or have
been exposed to someone who is, please stay home!
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We hope this gets you thinking about whether a Hybrid Event will work for you and/or your
branch!

